
Fastest available 16-bit download speeds
Robust sensor cooling up to -70º C
Effective anti-ghost correction 

Excellent linearity and low-noise
Precision regulated sensor cooling  
High transmission,  low reflectance windows

“The ML8300 is the best CCD camera I have ever used” 
Wolfgang Promper, www.astro-pics.com

“One of the best astro-imaging investments that I have ever made” 
Dr. Tom Davis (Six time APOD recipient using his PL16803)

Sensor Positional Accuracy
By design our sensors are accurately located within the 
camera body to ensure that each imaging sensor is always 
perpendicular to the optical path without shims or other 
post-assembly adjustments. Each of our accessories 
is designed to maintain this important relationship when 
employed.

Video Mode
All MicroLine cameras with interline sensors are video 
mode capable. Center and focus in real time and a moment 
later, capture low-noise, long exposure images - with the 
click of a mouse.

Accessory Support
Connect two accessories directly to your ProLine Camera 
(USB & 12v power).

Optimized Downloads
Every ProLine has two separate A/D converters that are 
optimized for high-speed and low-speed downloads to 
ensure the finest noise performance for any application. 
Our high speed readouts are always full 16 bit resolution.

Advanced RBI Management
Every camera features our proprietary RBI correction 
used to eliminate ghost images. Unlike simple pre-flash 
solutions, our RBI system employs deep cooling and user 
selectable pre-flash frames (in both duration & number).  

Scientific Quality Images
Our cameras feature the deepest cooling available to 
ensure dark signal noise suppression and proper RBI 
management. Precision temperature regulation and 
sensor-limited linearity is standard in every camera.
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MicroLine ML8300 (6) | 360º Panorama of the Night Sky | Nick Risinger

Engineering Excellence
because your image depends on it

ProLine
The Ultimate Imaging Machine

MicroLine
Compact High-Performance Design

Available sensors - E2V Technologies - Kodak - Hamamatsu - Sony -  Teledyne DALSA - BAE



Finger Lakes Instrumentation has been designing and manufacturing CCD imaging systems for over 
a decade. Our CCD cameras and accessories are used around the world for the most demanding 
scientific applications where high levels of performance and reliability are essential.
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Hyperion Cooled CCD Camera
The Hyperion is FLI’s powerhouse CCD camera that achieves sensor cooling up to an amazing 70° C below 
ambient. It is ideally suited to back-illuminated sensor and other applications that require deep sensor cooling 
in a small and lightweight package. Available sensors include the E2V CCD42-40, E2V CCD47-10 (broadband, 
mid-band, UV, deep depletion) and a wide range of Hamamatsu and Kodak sensors. 

ProLine Cooled CCD Cameras | The APACHE Project | apacheproject.altervista.org ProLine PL16801 array | The Alsubai Project | www.alsubaiproject.org

MicroLine ML8300s setup for 360 degree panorama of the night sky (front page) | Nick Risinger | http://skysurvey.org

Hyperion Liquid Cooled Hyperion Liquid CooledHyperion Air Cooled


